
 

Why monkeys attack people: A primate
expert explains
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Wildlife tourism thrives on our fascination with animals and primates
are particularly attractive animals to tourists. With their human-like
faces, complex family dynamics and acrobatic antics, they are a joy to
behold.

But recent stories have emerged that portray monkeys in a more sinister
light. Reports of "monkey attacks," "devil monkeys," or even "face-
ripping, bone-biting monkeys" have become common in the media. Have
our primate cousins turned on us?

The recent monkey attacks involve a variety of species in different
countries. They include the long-tailed macaque and the pig-tailed
macaque in Thailand, Japanese macaques in Japan, and Hanuman
langurs in India.

Most of these species are macaques, which are a diverse group of
monkeys. But all macaques are sociable, intelligent, relatively large
(between 4kg and 9kg), and comfortable traveling on the ground. They
have a flexible diet, but prefer fruit. They also have cheek pouches that
allow them to gather food quickly and carry it to a safe place to eat.

Over-habituation

Regardless of species or location, a major factor in monkey bites and
attacks is "over-habituation." Habituation is a process used by animal
researchers to gain animals' trust so they can follow and record their
behavior, with limited impact of the researchers' presence.
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https://www.theguardian.com/world/2022/jul/25/monkey-attacks-injure-people-japanese-city-yamaguchi-tranquilliser-gun
https://metro.co.uk/video/devil-monkeys-push-driver-160ft-hillside-attack-thailand-2994905/
https://www.dailystar.co.uk/news/latest-news/what-face-ripping-bone-biting-31631055
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https://metro.co.uk/2023/08/09/thailand-devil-monkeys-pushed-driver-down-hill-and-attacked-him-19307282/
https://metro.co.uk/2023/08/09/thailand-devil-monkeys-pushed-driver-down-hill-and-attacked-him-19307282/
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https://www.businessinsider.com/boy-killed-monkey-attack-india-intestines-ripped-2023-11?r=US&IR=T
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But animals can become unintentionally habituated. Squirrels in a city
park who have grown accustomed to handouts are one example, but
others include urban foxes in the UK, bears in North America, and, in
many parts of the tropics, monkeys.

When animals lose their fear of humans and become a nuisance, they are
over-habituated. In nearly all cases of over-habituation, the main factor
is human food. What people eat is irresistible to wildlife. It is nutrient-
dense, easy to digest and is available in rubbish bins, unattended
backpacks, or even directly from people.

From an ecological point of view, animals have every incentive to take
advantage of this high-quality resource. So, it's no surprise that animals
will adjust their fear and natural behavior accordingly.

While over-habituation due to associating tourists with food is certainly
the main driver for the reported monkey attacks, that does not mean that
every person bitten or threatened by a monkey is guilty of feeding or
teasing them.

Monkeys are very smart, have a long memory and learn from each other.
Many groups have grown so accustomed to human foods that they have
learned to harass tourists to get it. Some monkeys have become so adept
at this that they know which items are valuable to tourists, which they
will "trade" for food. In other words, they'll steal your mobile phone but
then drop it when you throw them some food.

Another important factor in monkey attacks at tourist sites is an
unawareness of the animals' body language, facial expressions and
vocalization. Even highly habituated monkeys will normally give a
warning before attacking someone. But people inexperienced with
monkey behavior will often misinterpret a threatening facial expression
for a friendly one. This can lead to dangerous encounters.
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https://royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/10.1098/rstb.2019.0677
https://phys.org/tags/tourist/
https://peerj.com/blog/post/115284879374/experience-based-human-perception-of-facial-expressions-in-barbary-macaques/


 

Advice

Wildlife tourists cannot be expected to understand every species' typical
expressions and body postures. But some things can help tourists be
more safe and responsible, regardless of the primate species they are
viewing.

1. Give them space. According to the International Union for
Conservation of Nature, a network of environmental
organizations, keeping a distance of 7 meters (23 feet) from the
animals is recommended. This helps the animals not feel
threatened and also reduces the risk of disease transmission.

2. Do not stand between the animals and their route to safety, or
between adults and young.

3. Avoid direct eye contact or showing your teeth because monkeys
may perceive this as aggressive.

4. For many primate species, common threats include bared teeth
(including some yawns), direct stares with a lowered head, and
short lunges or slapping the ground with the hands. If an animal
does any of these things, quietly back away.

5. Do not feed the monkeys.

Wildlife tourism contributes more than US$100 billion (£786 billion)
per year to the global economy. It is also immensely rewarding and can
offer many benefits to wildlife and the communities of people who live
near them. But we should all be responsible tourists.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.

Provided by The Conversation
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https://human-primate-interactions.org/responsible-primate-watching-for-tourists/
https://human-primate-interactions.org/responsible-primate-watching-for-tourists/
https://phys.org/tags/monkeys/
https://wttc.org/Portals/0/Documents/Reports/2019/Sustainable%20Growth-Economic%20Impact%20of%20Global%20Wildlife%20Tourism-Aug%202019.pdf
https://theconversation.com
https://theconversation.com/why-monkeys-attack-people-a-primate-expert-explains-221547
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